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Abstract: We systematically study different approaches to introduce high birefringence and 
high polarization extinction ratio in hollow core antiresonant fibers. Having shown the 
ineffectiveness of elliptical cores to induce large birefringence in hollow core fibers, we focus 
on designing and optimizing polarization maintaining Hollow Core Nested Antiresonant 
Nodeless Fibers (HC-NANF). In a first approach, we create and exploit anti-crossings with 
glass modes at different wavelengths for the two polarizations. We show that suitable low 
loss high birefringence regions can be obtained by appropriately modifying the thickness of 
tubes along one direction while leaving the tubes in the orthogonal direction unchanged and 
in antiresonance. Using this concept, we propose a new birefringent NANF design providing 
low loss (~40dB/km) and high birefringence (>10−4) over a record bandwidth of ~550nm, and 
discuss how bandwidth can be traded off to further reduce the loss to a few dB/km. Finally, 
we propose a polarization mode-stripping technique in the birefringent NANF. As a 
demonstration, we propose a polarizing birefringent NANF design that can achieve 
orthogonal polarization loss ratios as large as 30dB over the C-band while eliminating any 
undesirable polarization coupling effect thereby resulting in a single polarization output in a 
hollow core fiber regardless of the input polarization state. 
©2016 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

Besides loss, bandwidth and modal properties, the ability to control and maintain the 
polarization state (e.g. by inducing a large birefringence or a differential loss between the two 
orthogonally polarized modes) is a key feature for a wide range of optical fiber applications, 
including precise interferometric sensing (e.g. fiber based gyroscopes [1]), quantum 
computing [2], atom spectroscopy [3], and polarization maintaining optical amplifiers [4]. 
Although conventional polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers have been around for many 
years, in which a high birefringence (Hi-Bi) is introduced by applying either stress (e.g. 
PANDA or Bow-tie fibers [5, 6]) or form anisotropy (e.g. elliptic core [7]), they face a few 
fundamental limitations associated with their solid core. For example, material absorption, 
low damage thresholds and optical nonlinearity fundamentally restrict their application to 
wavebands where the glass is transparent and to optical powers low enough not to cause 
undesired nonlinear effects and/or dielectric damage. Some of these limitations can be 
addressed by using hollow core optical fibers, which in addition can also enable interesting 
new linear and nonlinear applications exploiting long path lengths for gas-light interactions 
[8–11]. Despite many potential advantages, hollow core fibers are a less mature technology 
than solid core versions, which still require physical understanding and new optical designs in 
order to achieve their full potential. In general, there are two major hollow core fiber 
categories in terms of transverse modal confinement mechanism: photonic bandgap fibers 
(HC-PBGFs), which rely on the creation of a photonic band gap in the cladding [12, 13] and 
anti-resonance fibers (HC-ARFs) where guidance occurs as a result of antiresonant effects in 
glass membranes surrounding the fiber core [14, 15], and is strengthened by inhibited 
coupling between core (air) and cladding (glass) modes [16, 17]. 

So far, HC-PBGFs have demonstrated lower loss than HC-ARFs [13, 18]. However, their 
narrow bandwidth (i.e. 10-30% of the central operating wavelength) and larger field overlap 
with the glass in comparison to HC-ARFs [9] make them less suitable for broadband 
applications (e.g. broadband nonlinear processes) or for high power delivery. During the last 
decade considerable research has focused on lowering the loss in HC-ARFs and many 
different structures have been proposed based on: a Kagomé cladding [16, 19], a hexagram 
structure [20], a double anti-resonance layer [21], tubular “negative curvature” structure [22, 
23] and nested tubular structure [24–26]. These have resulted in significant improvement of 
properties such as low bend-loss [27], ultra-large bandwidth [8] and high damage-threshold 
[28, 29]. In addition to the above, the recent nested antiresonant nodeless hollow core fiber 
(NANF) design, which incorporates nested glass rings, has the potential to achieve loss levels 
as low as that of solid core fibers [30]. 

Generating a birefringence of the same order of magnitude as in commercial solid core 
PM fibers (~10−4 for 1550nm operation) in a hollow core fiber is however difficult. 
Conventional methods of using stress rods (and, as we shall see, elliptical shapes) are not 
applicable or effective. Besides, structural requirements to minimize confinement loss in 
hollow core fibers add additional limitations. Arguably, the best result so far was achieved in 
a HC-PBGF with asymmetric rods in the core surround, presenting low loss (10dB/km at 
1.530µm) and birefringence in the range of that of solid-core fibers, albeit over a narrow 
operating bandwidth (<10nm) [31]. Achieving such a high birefringence in HC-ARFs is even 
harder since the field overlaps with glass and the resulting sensitivity of the birefringence to 
the core’s geometry is even lower. Only recently, two theoretical Hi-Bi HC-ARFs based on 
modified NANF concepts were proposed which could address the problem by operating in the 
normal [32] or hybrid band transmission regimes [33]. Both show promising routes to achieve 
high birefringence (~10−4) in ARFs. However, the underpinning differences between the two 
approaches require detailed study, and further reduction of the loss and widening the Hi-Bi 
bandwidth are still possible and as targeted here. 

In this paper, we report a detailed study of the birefringence of NANF designs that have 
tubes with different membrane thicknesses along orthogonal axes (bi-thickness NANFs) and 
propose a design procedure to maximize the bandwidth and minimize loss while maintaining 
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high birefringence operation. In the following Section, we demonstrate that unlike solid 
fibers, an elliptical core shape cannot provide a large enough birefringence in a hollow core 
fiber. In Section 3, we propose a way to circumvent this using a bi-thickness NANF with a 
small core and 4 triple nested tubes. We also introduce an approach for analyzing the effect of 
the design parameters of the fiber on its loss, bandwidth and regime of operation, using this 
we propose a new HC-ARF design providing the lowest loss and the widest bandwidth high 
birefringence operation ever reported, to the best of our knowledge. In Section 4, we propose 
for the first time, the out-stripping of one selected fundamental polarization mode to provide 
the hollow core fiber with an additional polarizing ability, in addition to a polarization 
maintaining behavior. We finally summarize our work in Section 5. 

2. Birefringence by asymmetry 

While the PM property of HC-PBGFs has already been investigated theoretically in various 
works [34, 35] and promising results have been achieved experimentally [31], extending these 
results to anti-resonance fiber types is not straightforward, and only recently the first designs 
have been proposed [32, 33]. In general, symmetrically arranged HC-ARFs can support 
degenerate polarization modes and polarization coupling due to random perturbations is 
inevitable. The idea of breaking the core symmetry and introducing ellipticity in the 
antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW)-guiding fibers has therefore been 
investigated in some of the simplest structures for terahertz applications [36], following the 
idea of exploiting form-birefringence that is used in solid core PM fibers. In this work, to 
study the potential of generating polarization mode birefringence (PMB) through core 
ellipticity in HC-ARFs, we start by considering an ideal elliptical tube as the simplest 
possible HC-ARF structure. The thickness of the tube needs to satisfy the resonance equation 
of ARROWs in order to support the leaky fundamental mode (FM) at frequencies f in the 
desired (mth) anti-resonance band [30]: 

 
2 2 2 2

1 2 1 1 2 1

.( 1) .
, 1,2,... .

2 2

c m c mf m
t n n t n n

− < < =
− −

 (1) 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum. n1, n2 and t1 are the refractive indices of core, clad 
and the thickness of the tubes, respectively. Using Eq. (1) and choosing an operating 
wavelength (λ0 = 1.55µm) in the second anti-resonance band, a thickness t1 = 1.172µm is 
estimated to produce the lowest loss for a core radius of R = 10µm. In order to investigate the 
effect of the tube’s ellipticity on its PMB, elliptical tubes with different major (b) to minor (a) 
axis ratios have been simulated by using a commercial finite element (FEM) mode solver 
(Comsol®) with optimized meshes and perfectly matched absorbing boundary layers [30]. 
Figure 1 shows the simulated confinement loss and PMB (NV/H = effective index of 
vertical/horizontal polarization) of the FM for different tube core dimensions. The simulation 
result shows that the PMB initially increases on increasing the ellipticity of the core, as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). However, after a peak around b/a ~1.6, it decreases and settles to an almost 
constant value for further increase in the ellipticity, regardless of the core size. This indicates 
an optimum point for ellipticity. Additionally, it is seen that decreasing the core size to 
achieve a discernible PMB is necessary. However, as shown in Fig. 1(c), reducing the core 
size results in impractically large loss, which in practice limits the minimum core size one can 
choose. 

It is well known that loss in an antiresonant HC fiber can be reduced by designing the core 
surrounding membranes with negative curvature [16, 17, 22]. Amongst various designs, the 
NANF structure has shown the potential for very low optical loss, in principle comparable to 
that of solid silica fibers [30]. This structure consists of a number of equally spaced non-
touching nested glass tubes, as shown in Fig. 2(a), which are attached to the inner wall of a 
larger jacket tube. The nested tube arrangement provides the anti-resonant cladding of the 
fiber, with the hole in the middle acting as the core. In this design, confinement loss is 
reduced dramatically due to the absence of nodes in the core surround, which can induce 
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undesired coupling to lossy cladding elements (e.g. membranes) [20], and to the addition of 
coherent radially arranged reflecting layers. One might therefore want to consider whether a 
NANF with an elliptical cross section (and a small core) might provide a way to generate a 
significant PMB and low loss. The simulated loss and PMB of an elliptical core NANF 
obtained by rearranging and reducing the size of two opposite sets of nested tubes (see bottom 
structure in Fig. 1(b)) for different ellipticity is shown with markers in Fig. 1, and compared 
with the behavior of an elliptical tube. For both structures, a reduction in core size is helpful 
in increasing the birefringence, but at all core sizes the birefringence peaks around an 
optimum value of ellipticity for each core size. Larger ellipticities than that do not produce 
any higher birefringence. 

 

Fig. 1. The characteristic profile of a single tube for different minor axis (a = 10µm, 15µm, 
20µm) vs major axis b with ts = 1.172µm at λ0 = 1.55µm. (a) Birefringence of the fibers for 
different ellipticity, (b) tube structure (top) and NANF structure (bottom), (c) loss profile of 
fibers for horizontal and vertical polarization for different ellipticity. Properties of elliptical 
core NANF for a = 10µm, 15µm at optimum ellipticity are provided for comparison. 

As the results suggest, although the NANF structure can reduce the loss by many orders of 
magnitude in comparison to single tube, the resultant PMB of only 1-2 × 10−6 is too low for 
PM operation. Additionally, to increase the PMB in NANF fibers by form-birefringence, we 
have explored other geometrical arrangements of the nested tubes that provide a large core 
ellipticity, as shown in Fig. 2(b). However, our simulations show that despite the fairly large 
core ellipticity achieved in these fibers (b/a> 2), the PMB remains below ~10−5 in all cases. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) 6 tube NANF design, (b) alternative NANF with elliptical core designs studied in 
this work, which we found to be unable to provide birefringence >10−5. 

In conclusion, the achievable PMB by making the air hole elliptical is not adequate to 
guarantee the HC-ARF a PM behavior in the visible/infrared regions of the electromagnetic 
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spectrum. However, there are some examples of multilayer ARROW fibers with large enough 
PMB factor at longer operating wavelengths (THz guidance) [36]. 

3. Birefringence in bi-thickness NANFs 

In addition to elliptical core designs, another potential approach to induce significant 
birefringence in ARFs has been proposed and has previously been commercially exploited in 
HC-PBGFs [31] This relies on introducing a controlled anti-crossing between air-guided and 
glass-guided (surface) modes. By using glass elements of different thickness along orthogonal 
directions in the core surround, a significantly different effective index for the two 
polarizations of the FM can be achieved at the edge of an anti-crossing point [37]. In this way 
the birefringence is introduced by anti-crossing phenomena rather than by geometrical 
asymmetry [34]. 

Whilst this has only been experimentally applied to PBGFs so far, a couple of theoretical 
studies have explored the extent to which the concept can be applied to ARFs that guide light 
through a different physical mechanism [32, 33]. The main idea is to generate birefringence 
by introducing an asymmetry through modifying the thickness of selected core surrounding 
membranes in ARFs. Horizontal and vertical glass membranes can operate in either the same 
antiresonant window [32] or in a so called “Hybrid” regime where they operate in different 
anti-resonance bands with opposite locked field phases at the outer boundaries [33]. In this 
work, we undertake a systematic study of both operating regimes, highlighting their benefits 
and drawbacks. Additionally, we show that by applying a suitable modification to the design 
of a state-of-the-art NANF, not only it is possible to enhance its birefringence and therefore 
its polarization maintaining behavior, but also to achieve a broad bandwidth that spans several 
100s nm at a low enough loss for most device and power delivery applications. 

3.1 The effect of thickness change on birefringent NANF 

Following the abovementioned strategy (de-symmetrizing by an appropriate modification of 
the thickness of some glass membranes), one could think of a 6-tube low-loss NANF [30] and 
change the thickness of two oppositely located nested tubes with a different thickness than the 
remaining four. By simulating ANFs with 3 to 8-tubes of two different thicknesses, however, 
we have found that a structure with 4-tubes can achieve a considerably higher birefringence, 
as shown in Fig. 3. We believe that the orthogonality of the core surrounding glass webs to 
the polarization of the core field is key to explain these effects. The fiber with 4 tubes is the 
only geometry able to guarantee membranes that are orthogonal to the mode polarization This 
effect can also be explained by the tendency of each polarization of the FM at the edge of the 
anti-crossing frequency to couple preferentially to cladding tube modes with a similar 
polarization [33, 35]. 

 

Fig. 3. Birefringence (Nv-Nh) of 3-tube to 8-tube ANF design at λ0 = 1.55µm alongside their 
structures with same core size (R = 7µm) and bi-thickness cladding tubes (thin tubes (blue) = 
0.372µm and thick tubes (orange) = 0.633µm). The 4-tube structure shows maximum 
birefringence, and the structures with odd number of tubes show lower birefringence due to 
lack of 2-fold symmetry. 
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It is also noticeable that structures with odd number of tubes show lower birefringence, 
which can be explained by their lack of 2-fold symmetry, resulting in worse orthogonality 
between core boundaries and direction of polarization of the fundamental modes. We leave 
this topic open for further investigation in future works. 

Since the 4-tube fiber was found to offer higher birefringence, the rest of the paper will 
focus on this structure and further optimize its performance. 

Our starting point is a 4-tube NANF in which the tubes aligned along the vertical axis 
have a thickness t1 which can be the same (normal operation) or different from that (t2) of the 
tubes along the horizontal axis (i.e. a bi-thickness fiber). In order to minimize the loss while 
maintaining a small enough core to provide large birefringence in air (see section 2), we 
chose a design with two nested tubes inside a larger external one, as shown in Fig. 4(a), which 
details all the relative design parameters. In order to optimize the confinement loss for a core 
radius of R = 7µm and an azimuthal tube distance d = 1.5 µm, the distance between the inner 
tubes (z) was calculated using the quarter wave condition which ensures the in-phase 
reflection of each layer towards the core [20]: 

 
0

0.65 .
2

z R R
u
π≈ ≈  (2) 

where u0 is the solution of the first zero of the zeroth order Bessel function. Depending on the 
choice of t1 and t2, the fiber can operate in the following three regimes: 

1. Non-birefringent guiding (standard operation, see Fig. 4(b)): t1 = t2 and the fiber shows 
no birefringence. 

2. Same band birefringent operation: t1 and t2 are slightly different so that anti-crossing 
shifted birefringence is obtained whilst anti-resonance occurs in the same window 
for both FM polarizations. 

3. Different band birefringent operation: t1 and t2 are considerably different, such that the 
anti-resonance in the orthogonal directions occurs in different bands and the FM 
polarizations have opposing locked field-phase at the outer boundaries (hybrid 
regime birefringence) [33]. 

As a starting point we begin with a uniform NANF (t1 = t2). Using Eq. (1), a thickness t1 = 
t2 = 0.6µm is selected such that the fiber operates in the first anti-resonance band around near-
IR telecoms wavelengths (~1.55µm). Figure 4(b) shows the effective refractive index (Neff) 
and loss profile of the designed fiber. The target operating wavelength of 1.55µm has been 
placed within the first anti-resonance band but not at the lowest loss point, for the purpose of 
examining different scenarios. The fiber, as expected, shows no birefringence. However, the 
fiber’s polarization properties change dramatically when the thickness of all tubes along one 
axis is modified. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the loss for each FM polarization and the 
effective index difference at λ0 = 1.55µm when t2 is changed for a fixed t1 = 0.6µm. It worth 
mentioning that increasing t2 causes the inner radii of the corresponding tubes to decrease, 
while the other parameters remain unchanged. 

At t2/t1 = 1 the fiber presents no birefringence and operates in the first anti-resonance 
band. As the thickness of the horizontal tubes (t2) increases, the resonance region of these 
tubes start to shift towards the wavelength λ0 = 1.55µm while the vertical tubes do not shift 
and still work around the original anti-resonance condition. The induced birefringence under 
this condition can be explained in various ways through: 

a) the different behavior between parallel and perpendicular polarization of core modes at the 
anti-crossing point [34]; 

b) the close relationship between the increase in Neff and the sharp rise in confinement loss 
based on the Kramers-Kronig relation, which is caused by the reduction in anti-resonance 
reflection of the glass membranes at the edge of the resonance frequency band [33]; 
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c) the difference in confinement radius (not to be confused with the geometrical radius) of the 
individual fundamental polarization modes for different thicknesses, which cause a 
change in Neff that can be explained by the well-known connection between mode radius 
and Neff in an anti-resonance structure [33]. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Bi-thickness NANF and its design parameters, (b) simulated optical performance of 
a uniform NANF with t1 = t2 = 0.6µm, R = 7µm, d = 1.5µm and z = 0.65R. 

As t2 continues to increase, its associated resonance frequency reaches λ0, which induces a 
large loss, marked as “resonance region” in Fig. 5. Beyond this point, the birefringence 
repeats the previous pattern, with fairly large (>10−4) positive and negative values achievable. 
However, in this case the horizontal tubes operate in a higher anti-resonance band (second 
band when t2/t1 = 1.5-2.3, or third band when t2/t1 = 2.7-3.6). Moreover, a zero birefringence 
crossing is obtained for certain thicknesses. Interestingly, as Fig. 5(a) shows, while the 
vertical polarization (V-pol) experiences a similar loss as for t2/t1~1, the loss of the horizontal 
polarization (H-pol) decreases by as much as two orders of magnitude; a feature that can be 
exploited in a polarizing fiber design. 

 

Fig. 5. Optical properties of the NANF in Fig. 4(a) (t1 = 0.6µm, R = 7µm, d = 1.5µm, z = 
0.65R) at λ0 = 1.55µm as t2 / t1 varies between 1 and 4: (a) polarization mode loss, (b) 
birefringence. 

As shown above, sweeping t2 provides a good design tool to find the highest possible 
birefringence at a single wavelength for a pre-determined t1. However, the effect of the initial 
choice of t1 on loss, and the mutual effect of t1 and t2 on the bandwidth over which a large 
birefringence is achieved are not fully explained by the above picture. In the next section, we 
study the characteristic profile of different combinations of fibers in order to draw a clearer 
picture of the role of each design parameter. 

3.2 Bi-thickness NANF: a systematic study 

In order to study the behavior of the fiber for different combinations of thicknesses (t1, t2) and 
working regimes, we simulated the spectral characteristics (i.e. loss and birefringence vs 
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wavelength) for several combinations of thicknesses (t1, t2) from Fig. 5 as highlighted by the 
dashed lines. Each combination case represents a different working regime in order to 
highlight the mutual effect of t1 and t2 on loss, birefringence and bandwidth. Figure 6 shows 
the results for fibers with t1 = 0.6µm, and t2 = 0.66, 1.05, 1.42 and 1.8 µm, alongside the non-
birefringent NANF case (Fig. 6 (a)). We defined a practical working condition for the fibers, 
where the combination of birefringence and loss is reasonable. That is a loss lower than 
1dB/m (practical loss for most short length applications) and a birefringence with a beat 
length smaller than 15.5 mm (corresponding to a birefringence of 10−4 at 1.55µm - the same 
order of magnitude as conventional solid-core PM fibers). These regions correspond to below 
the red dashed-line in the loss curve and outside the red dashed-line box in the birefringence 
plots. 

Starting with the case t2 = 0.66µm, the loss shows only a slight difference for the 
perpendicular FM polarization and some birefringence starts to appear, although this is still 
rather modest in magnitude, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The fiber therefore does not meet the 
defined loss and birefringence criteria. 

Beyond a certain thicknesses, the resonance region of the horizontal tubes falls after λ0. 
For t2 = 1.05µm, a large birefringence and acceptable loss can be observed as shown in Fig. 5. 
Figure 6(c) shows the optical properties of the fiber in this case. Here, the second resonance 
wavelength of t2 has become large enough to reach the first resonance wavelength of the 
thinner tubes (t1) (mt2 = 2 in Fig. 6(c)). The fiber has an acceptable low loss window in the 
Hi-Bi region between the two resonances mt2 = 1 and 2. In fact, as shown earlier, only one 
polarization of the fiber has a lower loss as compared to the symmetric fiber. This behavior 
can be explained by the fact that the loss associated with each polarization of a FM is mainly 
controlled by the membranes perpendicular to the electric field of the mode, and operation in 
the second window creates a lower leakage loss than in the first one. That is, in this case, the 
losses of the horizontal/vertical polarization mode, which are perpendicular to the 
thicker/thinner tubes (t2/t1), are determined mainly by the anti-resonance condition of the 
perpendicular tube, respectively. 

As a result, compared to the uniform NANF, the H-pol experiences a lower loss as the 
thicker tubes (t2) are working in the second anti-resonance band, while the loss of the V-pol is 
dominated by the thinner tubes (t1), which operate in the first anti-resonance band and shows 
higher loss. In other words, the bi-thickness fiber operates on each individual polarization in 
the same way as a uniform fiber with tubes as thick as the tubes perpendicular to the electric 
field of that polarization. 

Since the overlap between second and first anti-resonance bands of t2 and t1 respectively 
provides a good window of operation, we studied the possibility to shift the first resonance of 
t2 further towards longer wavelengths in order to widen its second anti-resonance band. To 
examine this approach, we simulated a bi-thickness fiber with t2 = 1.42µm (see Fig. 5), with 
the results shown in Fig. 6(d). At a first glance, the bandwidth of low loss operation has 
increased. However, the birefringence of the fiber has significantly reduced. A closer look 
reveals a zero birefringence crossing in this region. This is a characteristic feature of this 
region, which essentially limits the bandwidth of high birefringence achievable. It is caused 
by the fact that the second window is narrower than the first and hence has a steeper 
dispersion, which inevitably crosses that of the first window. 

To include other possibilities and to study a broader span of thicknesses, we have finally 
considered t2 = 1.8um, chosen from the third region of Fig. 5 with high birefringence and low 
loss. In this case, as it can be seen in Fig. 6(e), three anti-resonance bands of t2 overlap with 
the first anti-resonance band of t1. While the first one (at λ>3um, not shown) has a very high 
loss, the second and third bands show low loss operation. In this case, similar to the previous 
case (t2 = 1.42µm), a zero-crossing occurs in the second band which limits its bandwidth 
significantly. However, there is a small high birefringence window overlapping with a low 
loss band, which provides a good operational window in the third anti-resonance band, as 
shown by the green arrows in Fig. 6(e). Here, some features are noticeable in the 
characteristic profile of this fiber. For instance, the third anti-resonance band shows almost 
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identical birefringence and loss profiles to the second band in the case with t2 = 1.05µm, 
which demonstrates that it is possible to achieve Hi-Bi even in the same outer locked field 
phase condition (third band over first band), see [29]. In other words, the existence of the 
“Hybrid” regime [33] is not necessary to achieve Hi-Bi and low loss simultaneously. 
However, as the bandwidth of the third anti-resonance band is intrinsically smaller than the 
second one, the achievable birefringence bandwidth in this region is generally narrower. 

 

Fig. 6. Simulated loss and birefringence profile of a bi-thickness 4 tube NANF with t1 = 
0.6µm, R = 7µm, d = 1.5µm and t2 = 0.6, 0.66, 1.05, 1.42 and 1.8µm ((a) to (e) respectively). 
The red dashed line in the loss profile shows 1 dB/m and the red dashed lines in the 
birefringence profile indicates a beat length equal to 15.5 mm (roughly the birefringence of a 
conventional solid-core PM fiber). The green arrows show the defined practical operating 
window with loss lower than 1 dB/m and beat length larger than 15.5 mm. 
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Amongst all explored scenarios, just three practical regions can be used to simultaneously 
achieve Hi-Bi and low loss, as shown by green arrows in Fig. 6. A) The region right after, 
where the second resonance of t2 and the first resonance of t1 overlap (case t2 = 1.05µm); B & 
C) The regions where the third and second anti-resonance band of t2 and the first anti-
resonance band of t1 overlap (case t2 = 1.8µm). Although the regions of interest show high 
birefringence and low loss, their bandwidth is limited not only by the intrinsic bandwidth of 
their anti-resonance band, but also by the abrupt loss increases near the resonance regions. 
Additionally, we have shown that shifting the second resonance away from the first one has 
some limitations due to the presence of a birefringence zero-crossing, which prevents ultra-
broad band operation (Fig. 6 (d)). 

Figure 6 also shows another region of potential interest, the broad Hi-Bi region in the first 
anti-resonance band of the fiber with t2 = 1.05µm (Fig. 6(c)). This spectral range has 
intrinsically the largest possible bandwidth between all the cases as it is placed in the first 
anti-resonance band of both t1 and t2, simultaneously. However, despite its Hi-Bi and 
broadband feature, this region suffers from a high loss because it is close to the edge of the 
resonance of t2 and operates in two different parts of the same anti-resonance band of t1 and 
t2. The next section focuses on improving the loss of this region. 

3.3 Modified bi-thickness NANFs 

In order to achieve broadband and large birefringence that benefits from the potential of the 
first anti-resonance band, we need to overcome its large loss through a modified design. Here, 
we propose a structure that has reduced loss at the edge of an anti-crossing by eliminating the 
in-phase resonance layers. The proposed structure exploits anti-resonant inner tubes operating 
at the optimum point to minimize the loss in the first anti-resonance band, while the 
birefringence is still induced by the change in the thickness of the outer tubes. Figure 7(a) 
shows the proposed modified structure and its design parameters. Figures 7(b) and (c) show 
the performance of the proposed fiber with similar parameters as those presented in Fig. 6(c), 
alongside the properties of a normal bi-thickness fiber with similar parameters, shown in Fig. 
7(d) (a duplicate of Fig. 5(c) for ease of comparison). 

A significant loss reduction is achieved in the first anti-resonance band of our new design, 
reducing the minimum loss below 1dB/m, while the loss increases in the second anti-
resonance band compared to the previous fiber, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Differently from the bi-
thickness structure of Fig. 4 (a), in this arrangement, similar thickness t1 of all the inner tubes 
guaranties an improved in-phase field confinement with lower loss in the first anti-resonance 
band, whilst a large birefringence through the outer tubes (t2) is achievable. In the proposed 
structure, the dominant contribution to confinement is provided by t1 for both polarizations, 
while in the original bi-thickness structure, t1 and t2 almost independently control the loss of 
the perpendicular polarization modes. This feature in the new design not only gives the ability 
to minimize the loss by optimizing only one thickness, but also increases the possible tuning 
range of t2 to provide larger and broader birefringence outside its resonance by eliminating 
the strong dependency of loss on this parameter. 

Although the design in Fig. 7 shows improvements in terms of loss and birefringence in 
the first antiresonant window, its parameters are not optimized for the lowest loss and largest 
operating bandwidth. To obtain the optimum design at the operating wavelength λ0 = 1.55µm, 
we started by considering a uniform NANF with single thickness t1. We used Eq. (1) to 
calculate a starting value for t1. Then, we refined the thickness t1 using a parametric sweep 
simulation to achieve the lowest loss at the first anti-resonance band, which resulted in t1 = 
0.372µm. Then we introduced the thicker tubes with thickness t2 in the design. Using another 
parametric sweep similar to Fig. 5, t2 was optimized to provide the highest birefringence. The 
result is a bi-thickness 4-tube NANF with t1 = 0.372µm, t2 = 1.7t1, R = 7µm, d = 1.5 µm and z 
= 0.65R. Figure 8 shows the simulated properties of the optimized Hi-Bi NANF with 
improved loss in the first anti-resonance band around λ0 = 1.55µm. 
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Fig. 7. Proposed modified bi-thickness NANF: (a) structure; (b) birefringence and (c) loss of 
the proposed NANF with the same parameters as in Fig. 6(c), (d) loss of standard bi-thickness 
NANF (duplication of Fig. 6(c) for comparison). Anti-resonant field confinement by inner 
tubes of thickness t1 provides a significant improvement in the loss of the first anti-resonance 
region. 

This design and method, not only reduces the loss for both polarizations over several 
hundred of nm, but also increases the birefringence of the fiber simultaneously. Using this 
design strategy, we achieved an anti-resonance hollow core fiber with ultra-broadband high 
PMB and sub dB/m loss. The fiber has a birefringence of ~1.5 × 10−4 over a ~550nm 
bandwidth (loss <1dB/m) with a minimum loss as low as 0.043dB/m at λ0. The proposed fiber 
is therefore ideally suited for ultra-broadband applications requiring polarization maintenance 
over almost all optical communication bands (E, S, C, L and U bands). 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Loss and (b) birefringence of the optimized new proposed design for λ0 = 1.55µm 
with R = 7µm, Z = 0.65R, d = 1.5µm, t1 = 0.372µm and t2 = 0.633µm. The fiber shows a very 
broad bandwidth (~550nm) PMB = ~1.5 × 10−4 with a loss <1dB/m. 

Figure 9 shows the mode profile of both FM polarizations at λ0. As can be seen, the outer 
horizontal thicker tubes (t2) provide lower reflectivity for the horizontal mode, as they operate 
at the edge of the resonance window, allowing some of the field to leak. However, the inner 
rings, which operate in perfect anti-resonance conditions, reduce the leakage of the field. As a 
result, the loss of the horizontal mode is only slightly higher than that of the vertical one 
whereas a large birefringence is obtained. 

In practice, the proposed tube thicknesses in our design are achievable and have already 
been demonstrated in simpler single ring tubular fibers [38]. However, in order to relax the 
requirement for thin tubes and to allow easier fabrication, one can design the fiber to operate 
in the second anti-resonance window, if the full 550nm of low loss PM operation are not 
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strictly required. Figure 10 shows the optical properties of such an alternative fiber with 
thicker tubes operating in the second anti-resonance band (t1 = 1.172 µm, t2 = 1.42µm). 

 

Fig. 9. 3-dB contour plots of the normalized power of the fundamental mode with (a) 
horizontal and (b) vertical polarizations (red arrows indicate the direction of the electric field) 
at λ0 = 1.55µm for the optimum proposed design. (c) Cross-sectional profile of the normalized 
power in each polarization direction. A larger field penetration through the outer horizontal 
tubes (t2) than the vertical ones (t1) is clear while the horizontal inner tubes (t1) play a critical 
rule in confining the field and reducing the loss. 

This fiber shows an almost constant PMB value as large as ~1.45 × 10−4 with loss <1dB/m 
over a ~300nm bandwidth covering the entire C, L and U optical communication bands. The 
loss in this design reaches its lowest value of 0.006dB/m at λ = 1.57µm, and is around 
0.01dB/m across the C + L bands. In comparison, based on our simulations, a fiber with a 
similar core size in the hybrid regime (see Section 3.2 and [33]) has a loss value that is more 
than 20 times larger due to the presence of leakier inner tubes and the close spectral proximity 
of the resonant edge of t1 and t2. Although the design of Fig. 10 shows a narrower bandwidth 
than the first band design (Fig. 9), it presents some additional benefits, such as a lower 
minimum and polarization dependent loss, and likely greater mechanical robustness because 
of its thicker tubes. 

 

Fig. 10. (a) Loss and (b) birefringence of the optimized new proposed design with thicker 
tubes at λ0 = 1.55µm with R = 7µm, Z = 0.65R, d = 1.5µm, t1 = t22 = 1.172µm and t2 = 1.42µm. 
The fiber shows a large bandwidth (~300nm) PMB = ~1.45 × 10−4 with a loss < 1dB/m. 

4. Single polarization designs 

In addition to PMB, some applications like ultra-sensitive sensing or gyroscopes, or ultra-high 
power single polarization laser delivery may require a large polarization extinction ratio. The 
large birefringence in the fiber designs proposed so far decreases the beat length and reduces 
the possibility of coupling between polarization modes, which allows the input polarization 
state to be maintained. Here, we propose a modification to our polarization maintaining Hi-Bi 
NANF to provide both PMB and a large polarization extinction ratio, which transforms it into 
a polarizing fiber. The new structure not only has the favorable Hi-Bi characteristic but also 
shows a very large polarization differential loss (PDL) that can remove the unwanted 
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polarization component of the input light, as well as limiting distributed inter-polarization 
coupling due to surface roughness and micro-bends [34]. 

Our modification is based on a well-known method used to strip higher order modes from 
a few moded fiber [39, 40], which we have adapted to achieve “polarization dependent mode 
stripping”. In this method, we selectively couple a specific polarization of the fundamental 
core mode into a lossy cladding mode, while the orthogonal polarization experiences almost 
no change. Here, the two main structural features of the former proposed 4-tube NANF are 
fundamental. 

First, the induced large birefringence in the fiber creates an opportunity to clearly separate 
the effective index of the two polarizations, of which only one is index matched and out-
coupled to lossier cladding (i.e. guided inside the tubes) modes. Based on the similarity of the 
guidance mechanism in NANFs and in simpler hollow core fibers made of a borehole in 
glass, it is possible to calculate the necessary geometrical specifications to match the index of 
the core and cladding modes [41]. The effective index (Neff) of the FM in a single tube can be 
calculated with the following exact equation [42]: 
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where K0 = 2π/λ, R is the core radius and u0 is similar to Eq. (1). As it is clear from this 
equation, the effective index is related to the size of the tube. Therefore, in order to have 
index matching between the core mode and one of the peripheral tubes in a NANF, they must 
have approximately the same size. 

Here, the second useful feature of the 4-tube NANF is the very large size of the nested 
tubes. This allows the described mode matching to be engineered in the design. In fibers with 
more than four nested tubes, although the cladding tubes are large enough to strip the higher 
order modes [30, 39, 40], they are too small to enable fundamental mode out-stripping. 
Following this idea, we modified the radius of two opposite inner clad tubes in order to 
introduce index matching to the polarization with the highest loss in the Hi-Bi NANF of Fig. 
8. 

Figure 11 shows the structure and mode profiles of both high and low loss polarizations of 
the proposed polarizing NANF (P-NANF). The modified nested structure with a different 
distance (Z1) between the two innermost rings in the vertical direction opens up a matching 
window for vertical polarization to couple to the cladding mode. Consequently, vertically 
polarized light leaks through the outer tube. This does not occur for the light on the 
Horizontal polarization, Figs. 10(b) and (c). 

Figure 12 shows the simulated PMB, the loss of each polarization and the loss ratio 
between the two polarization for a fiber with R = 7µm, Z = 0.65R, Z1 = 1.74R, d = 1.5µm, t1 
= 1.172µm, and t2 = 1.42µm that has been designed for operation around λ0 = 1.55µm. Here, 
we plot the polarization loss ratio (PLR) factor instead of the polarization dependent loss 
(PDL) as the ratio can provide a better measure of the effectiveness of the polarization 
stripping effect. 
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Fig. 11. (a) The proposed structure for polarizing NANF (P-NANF) and its (b) low loss 
polarization (horizontal), and its (c) high loss polarization (vertical). The coupled field to the 
cladding tubes in the vertical polarization increases the loss significantly. 

The modified design shows a relatively large bandwidth of ~100nm with an almost 
constant PMB of ~1.5 × 10−4. The loss of the low loss polarization is less than 1dB/m and the 
design exhibits a PLR of about 1000 at the wavelength of 1.55µm. A polarizing window of 
~10nm with PLR>100 can completely eliminate any undesirable cross-coupled polarization 
over a sufficiently long propagation distance. The fiber can therefore provide an almost pure 
polarized output, regardless of the input polarization state, which may have applications in, 
manufacturing and machining as well as in high precision gyroscopes that require modes with 
relatively pure linear-polarization. 

 

Fig. 12. (a) PMB, (b) loss and (c) PLR (High-loss/Low-loss) of the optimized P-NANF at λ0 = 
1.55µm with R = 7µm, Z = 0.65R, Z1 = 1.74R, d = 1.5µm, t1 = 1.172µm and t2 = 1.42µm. The 
fiber has a bandwidth of ~100nm with PMB~1.5 × 10−4 and loss of the low-loss polarization 
<1dB/m. The PLR at λ0 = 1.55µm is 1000 which gives the fiber a strong polarizing property. 

5. Conclusions and discussion 

In summary, we have presented a detailed study of various ways to obtain broadband 
polarization maintaining capability in antiresonant hollow core fibers, in particular for the 
NANF structure. We showed that achieving birefringence through asymmetric core designs 
adopted following the form-birefringence strategy in solid-core PM fibers is not effective in 
ARFs. Next, we adopted a different strategy, used in birefringent PBG fibers, where we broke 
the geometrical symmetry of a 4-tube NANF by introducing a bi-thickness design. To study 
the induced birefringence in this design, we introduced a decomposition analysis through 
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which we showed the thickness of tubes along the horizontal and vertical directions control, 
almost independently, the properties of the two respective polarizations. This approach 
provides a better understanding of the role of the individual thickness parameters in this 
structure as well as a method for practical fiber design. 

Using the developed method, we identified a region with potential for ultra-broadband 
high birefringence within the first antiresonant window of a bi-thickness NANF. By 
proposing a radical design, we showed that the loss in this region can be mitigated, despite the 
small core size necessary for large birefringence. Our design not only offers a high 
birefringence ultra-broadband spectral window ~550nm (that is almost 6 times boarder than 
ever reported in a birefringent HC-ARF [33]) with birefringence as large as 1.5 × 10−4 and a 
loss of less than 1dB/m, but it also allows for losses as low as 0.04dB/m at a wavelength of 
1.55μm. In addition, by sacrificing some bandwidth we proposed an alternative design with 
thicker tubes operating in the second anti-resonance band that achieves an order of magnitude 
lower loss (0.004dB/m at the wavelength of 1.57μm) and a large bandwidth (~300nm). 

In order to add a polarizing effect into the design, we introduced a new polarization 
dependent mode stripping mechanism into the proposed bi-thickness NANF structure. The P-
NANF structure offers a polarization dependent loss ratio of 30dB at the operating 
wavelength of 1.55μm with a minimum loss of 0.076dB/m and a low loss bandwidth of 
100nm. With such a high loss ratio, the fiber can act as a polarizer for any unpolarized input 
over only a few meter of propagation, which would be of interest in applications requiring 
extremely high polarization extinction ratio. 

Although the proposed fibers have been designed and optimized to operate in the 
telecommunication wavelength bands (i.e. around 1.55μm), the geometrical scalability of 
ARFs with the operating wavelength allows a straightforward application of similar design 
scenarios to other wavelengths more relevant to other applications, e.g. 1 µm for high power 
laser delivery or visible wavelengths for biomedical nonlinear endoscopy. 
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